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Abstract: Face detection plays a vital role in the field of image processing. The primary aim of the proposed
face detection system is to find out if there is any face in an image and then localize the facial features in a
human face. A hybrid approach is used for face detection in this paper which is a combination of neural
networks used to detect faces using Multilayer feed forward networks and other using viola-Jones face detection
method followed by canny edge detection method. Simulation results are taken in parameters of Hit Rate, Miss
Rate, Accuracy, Run time.
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I. Introduction
Face localization, detection and then identification or confirmation has been a testing errand because of
various components. Face is so non-unbending and has so many variations that no system can adapt to all these
varieties. That is the reason why in spite a large number of algorithms and techniques a robust system is still far
from real implementation. Some of the variables are represented here.
Pose: Faces in images may have distinctive postures. The position of the face may differ while catching picture
by cam or other gadget. Because of this variety face detection get to be troublesome as nose and eyes make
distinctive edges.
Light: It is an alternate enormous test to identify precisely faces. Illumination problem have a bigger effect with
the same face as contrast with distinction inside diverse faces while looking at appearances.
Occulusion: Faces in images some times are blocked with different objects. Beard, mustaches, optical lenses
and different sorts of object make it test to discover exact face behind them.
Facial Expressions: Facial expressions of an individual while imaging have a wide effect for face detection
process. Same individual may have diverse expressions at distinctive times.
Image Conditions: Image conditions likewise assume an imperative part amid face detection process. The cam
lighting, background, distance between camera and person, intensity and resolution of the image are essential
components. Qualities of Image catching devices influence the conditions of images and faces too.
Face Size: Variation in face sizes additionally make hard to mechanize a framework for face detection and
recognition.

II. Literature Review
Feris [1] states that each feature is found within 3 pixels of the landmarks points in ~95% of cases for
eye corners and nostrils and in ~88% of cases for mouth corners. The test set is a subset of the Feret database
[80], where the faces have an approximate inter-ocular separation of 50-60 pixels. Here, 3 pixels represents 56% of the interocular separation, so the GWN method is accurate, but not always reliable and is only tested on a
relatively clean data set. The method is also rather slow, so is unsuitable for real-time applications.
Jesorsky et al. [2] use the S¨obel filter to detect edges in the image and then match strong edges to a
face edge model using the Hausdorff distance [81]. This initial face localization method is then extended by
searching with a smaller model to refine the eye locations, as shown in Figure 2.3. The location of each pupil is
further refined using a MLP based detector for each eye.
Reinders et al. [3] describe a system to detect the right eye using neural networks and orientation maps.
Four eye features are detected, namely the inner and outer corners of the eye and the upper and lower eyelids.
The configuration of strong responses from each of the 4 neural networks is used to determined the likelihood of
a region being the true location of the right eye. The system detects 96% of right eyes within 2 pixels, on faces
with an inter-ocular separation of 20±2 pixels. However, a good initialisation is required, for the eye finder. In
fact, Reinders et al. use video and initialise the search from the previous frame, which limits the search region
for the eye detector. It is unclear how well this system would work if the eye search was less constrained.
Shakunaga et al. [4] describe a system which combines the Eigen-template approach of Turk and
Pentland [84] and a 3D model of the human face. Eight facial features are used; namely the eyes, eye brows,
ears, mouth and nose. A common Eigen-space is built for each feature with a training set of left, right and
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frontal views. These detectors scan the image to produce a set of feature candidates that also indicate a direction
(i.e. left/right/frontal). The feature candidates are combined into groups to form face candidates, subject to
geometric constraints. The approximate pose of the face is estimated and a 3D shape model used to predict the
location of missing features. A refined search for missing features then takes place. The final evaluation
function is a weighted combination of the sum of feature responses, the fit with the 3D shape model and a
penalty for missing features.
Shakunaga report finding ~ 98% of the internal facial features and ~ 87% of the ears testing on frontal
face images and a few percent worse results using a test set with the subject at 30o to the camera. However, they
do not specify the accuracy required to define a correctly detected feature and only test on their own data. They
also appear to only test performance at discrete angles i.e. -30/0/+30 degrees and do not comment on
intermediate angles. The speed of the system is not commented upon.

III. Proposed Methodology
The hybrid approach used is demonstrated through the block diagram in fig1.The proposed algorithm
used in this paper is used to detect upright frontal views of human faces in images accompanied by the
extraction of facial features using canny method. Multilayer feed forward neural network is trained to
distinguish faces and non- faces. Viola-Jones method detects faces using Haar-like features.
3.1 Multilayer Feed forward network as a classifier
In our detection, we used 500 images for faces and 100 for non faces for our database in different scale.
Facial images also consist of animal images and non- facial images are taken of different objects The test
images in a dataset are shown in figure below.

Fig .1: Block Diagram of Face Detection Approach
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Feed-forward networks: All associations point in one heading (from the input toward the output layer). It has
the associated qualities:
1. Perceptrons are organized in layers, with the primary layer taking in inputs and the last layer yielding the
outputs. The intermediate layers have no association with the outside world, and consequently are called
hidden layers shown in fig. 2.
2. Each perceptron in one layer is associated with each perceptron on the following layer. Subsequently data
is always "feed forward" starting with one layer then onto the next, and this clarifies why these systems
are called feed-forward networks.
3. There is no association among perceptrons in the same layer.

Figure 2. Feed-forward network [70]
Scale Gradient Conjugate (SCG) a type of training algorithm which has shown a good level of
performance in face classification. As seen from the experimental results SCG converges and reduces the error
with minimum iterations as compared to other training algorithms. Graph 1 illustrates the performance of neural
network.

Graph1
The output of this classifier is then used as an input to viola- Jones algorithm for face detection and feature
extraction.
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3.2 Viola- Jones Face detector
The Viola- Jones face detector creates bounding boxes on face and then facial features. The cascade object
detector uses the Viola – Jones algorithm to identify human faces, noses, eyes or mouth as shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3 Viola- Jones Face detector
detector = vision.CascadeObjectDetector creates a System object, detector, that is used to detect objects
using Viola-Jones algorithm.
3.5 Edge detection using canny method
The Canny Edge Detector is a standout amongst the most ordinarily utilized image processing tools,
identifying edges in an exceptionally powerful way. It is a multi-step process, which can be actualized on the
GPU as a sequence of filters. "Canny Edge Detection" goes over the methodology of making the creating the
canny edge detection. The algorithm identifies edges taking into account the pixel intensity values within a
certain threshold as shown in figure 3 below [5].

.
Figure 4. Image after canny filter

IV. Result Analysis
We have used MATLAB R2012A to simulate the experiment and find out the results. Results are
calculated in terms of Num of Hit, Num of missed faces, False Acceptance rate and False Rejection Rate finally.
Firstly we have taken images one by one and executed through the system whether they are accepted by the
system or rejected by the system. The False positive rate means number of correct faces missed and false
negative rate means number of incorrect faces accepted by the system and False Acceptance Rate means false
faces detected correctly and False Rejection Rate means number of correct faces rejected respectively. On a data
set of 500 images containing both face and non-face images we have found the results as shown in table 1 and graph
2 on an average. Also in graph 2 we have compared our results with that of a system which uses Neural network
with Adaboost(base system)[20] and results in high false positive rate.
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The accuracy is calculated by the equation below [18].
Also overall result of the proposed system is as shown in fig. below

Figure.5 Proposed System performance graph
Accuracy (in %) =100-(false positive rate+ false negative rate)
Table 1. Computation of Face Detection Performance
Images
Image1.jpg
Image2.jpg
Image3.jpg
Image4.jpg
Image5.jpg

Num of faces
1
1
1
1
1

Hit Rate
3.4997
3.3583
3.3583
3.3583
3.3583

Miss Rate
1.8836
1.7077
1.7077
1.7077
1.7077

Run time(sec)
14.343587
16.265462
28.336507
15.52813
20.052301

Accuracy
94.6167
94.9340
94.9340
94.9340
94.9340

Figure.6 Performance for 500 images

V. Conclusion
At an early stage of the experiment we used only few numbers of 2D to test the working capability of
the procedure and to decrease the training time of neural networks. Later on we used a larger number of test
images compromising with the execution time but producing accurate results than the one used with Adaboost
algorithm for face detection. Also using Adaboost produces high false positive rates. Also we can improve the
image quality by preprocessing it through histogram equalization before testing, it is expected to produce much
better results. In future this algorithm can be applied to detect human faces at multi-view points as well;
currently it is restricted to upright frontal views of the face only.
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